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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As the acting program manager for the pilot, I’m really excited to be here today to present the results and measurable impact of the Ontario pilot program.I’ll start by giving you a quick overview – the “fast facts” and then we’re going to have a Q&A with two program participants, Gianmarco and Emaan, who will share their insights into the experience at Opera Canada.First, a brief background as to how the paid internship initiative came to be.



 
2017 Feasibility Study 

 
• 20 one-on-one interviews 
• Survey of all Magazine Canada members 
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Presentation Notes
In 2017, thanks to the generous support of Ontario Creates, Magazines Canada conducted a extensive research on the issue of paid internships – including over 20 one-on-one interviews with publishers, educational institutions and current and former interns, plus a quantitative survey of Magazines Canada member magazines across Canada.�The study found that publishers had the desire to offer paid internships, but there were financial barriers and HR capacity issues preventing them from doing so. They said that paid internships were beneficial to the publishers, the interns and the industry --  but that they couldn’t afford it. Current and former interns said that a paid internship would open up opportunities -- work experience, contacts, and a way to gain entry into a career in magazines.



 
“Creating opportunities for new talent to enter the 
market is crucial to the diversity and survival of our 
industry.” - Multi-title Publisher, BC  
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Presentation Notes
The goal of the 2018 pilot project, again with the support of Ontario Creates, was to provide publishers with support to allow them to bring on a paid intern and to benefit from new, diverse, digital-first talent -- and to provide on the job experience for  people looking to gain a career foothold in the magazine media.



Ontario Pilot Overview 

• 10 co-funded 
internships  

• 4 month 
contract 

• 50% wages and 
payroll expenses 
reimbursed 

Image source: Magazines Canada video “Anything can 
happen at a Magazine Stand”. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Details about the pilot itself:10 co-funded internships 4 month contract50% wages and payroll expenses reimbursedMinimum wage of $14 per hour, though 3 of 10 publishers topped up the hourly wage to as high as $19 per hour.The paid internships opened up opportunity. Accessibility. Diversity. Equity.



• St. Catharines 
• Simcoe 
• Toronto 
• Aurora 
• Peterborough 
• Kingston 

Geographic Diversity 

Icon made by Freepik from www.flaticon.com 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Geographic diversity:St. Catharines, Simcoe, Toronto, Aurora, Peteborough, Kingston6 out of 10 publishers had never hired a paid intern in the past (main reason = “didn’t have the budget”

http://www.freepik.com/
http://www.flaticon.com/


Sector Diversity 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wide range of participating magazines representing a number of different subjects or sectors…From Collision Repair to Coin News, Agriculture to Fashion, Law to Horses7 B-to-B publishers and 3 consumer/specialty magazine publishers



• High School 
• Recent graduate 
• Graduate < 5 

years 
• Career Changers 

Talent Diversity 

Newcomer 
Visible minority 
Indigenous Canadian 
Person with Disability 
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Presentation Notes
Wide range of intern talent as a result of broad eligibility in the program60% had never been an intern in the past50% had not been aware of the magazine or company before learning about the intern opportunity50% of the interns self-identified from diverse ethnic/racial backgrounds or as a person with disabilities. Wide range of educational backgroundsThe broad eligibility criteria made this possible:Individuals with a high school diploma and demonstrated interest, aptitude and transferable skills;Students currently enrolled in a post-secondary institution;Graduates, within the past five years, of a post-secondary institution;Individuals with a career history interested in changing careers.



Creative Writing • Digital Studies • Drama • 
Economics • English • International Relations •  
Journalism • Law • Media Studies • Sociology 

Image source: Magazines Canada website 
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Presentation Notes
Not just journalism degrees, but a wide range of educational backgrounds hired for these internship roles:7 out of 10 hired for content development: print, digital, video2 hired for advertising sales (career changers)1 hired for audience development



4 of 10 interns hired 
• 3 full time and 1 

freelance contributor 
• 1 new FT job created 

Program Outcomes 
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8 of 10 interns said: 
o They were 

“satisfied/very 
satisfied” with their 
internship  

o It improved their 
ability to find a job 
in the industry 

o They would 
recommend this 
company as a good 
place to work 
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Presentation Notes
8 of 10 interns said:They were “satisfied/very satisfied” with their internship It improved their ability to find a job in the industryThey would recommend this company as a good place to work“would they recommend this as a good place to work” is equivalent to a consumer net promoter score and a good measure of their experience



7 of 10 said, given their recent 
intern experience, they would 
seek work within the industry. 
 

3 of 10 said they probably 
would not: 
o One intern “discovered it was 

not my passion, especially with 
the state of the industry” 

o Two were “very dissatisfied” 
with their experience 
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Presentation Notes
7 of 10 said, given their recent intern experience, they would seek work within the industry.3 of 10 said they probably would not:One intern “discovered it was not my passion, especially with the state of the industry”Two were “very dissatisfied” with their experience



Presenter
Presentation Notes
8 of 10 publishers:Would participate in the program again5 of 10 publishers:Rated their ROI on the internship as “excellent”Would recommend their intern to othersFound it “not a problem” to commit time and resources to training and managing the intern3 publishers rated their return on investment as “poor” and one as middling (so-so). Digging deeper, these publishers had a much lower level of satisfaction when asked to assess the intern’s workplace readiness and productivity. The expectation seemed to be that these interns would be able to “hit the ground running” and instead required more supervision and training than anticipated. This was an issue for some publishers—with two finding it “extremely difficult” to commit the necessary time and resources to training and managing the intern, while three more found it somewhat challenging.



 

Opera Canada’s Experience 
 

Q&A with 
Gianmarco Segato and Emaan Thaver 
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Tips and Takeaways 
1. Clearly define the intern job description and assign a 

manager. 
2. Get support from the top down for having an intern. 
3. Post the job in a variety of places. 
4. Hire for fit and commit to training for skills 

development. 
5. Have a basic plan for onboarding. 
6. Schedule regular check-ins for feedback and coaching. 
7. Provide opportunities to learn firsthand and make 

connections. 
8. Pair up with a mentor. (Consider reverse mentorships.) 
9. Share your experience, career advice and networks. 
10. See Magazines Canada for resources! 



 

Questions? 
 
 

sharonmcauley119@gmail.com 
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